Amend printed bill, strike everything below the enacting clause and substitute:

"SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-6-402, amend (2)(c) as follows:

24-6-402. Meetings - open to public - legislative declaration - definitions. (2) (c) (I) Any meetings at which the adoption of any proposed policy, position, resolution, rule, regulation, or formal action occurs or at which a majority or quorum of the body is in attendance, or is expected to be in attendance, shall be held only after full and timely notice to the public. In addition to any other means of full and timely notice, a local public body shall be deemed to have given full and timely notice if the notice of the meeting is posted in a designated public place within the boundaries of the local public body no less than twenty-four hours prior to the holding of the meeting. The public place or places for posting such notice shall be designated annually at the local public body's first regular meeting of each calendar year. The posting shall include specific agenda information where possible.

(II) THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY HEREBY FINDS AND DECLARES THAT:

(A) IT IS THE INTENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TRANSITION FROM POSTING PHYSICAL NOTICES OF PUBLIC MEETINGS IN PHYSICAL LOCATIONS TO POSTING NOTICES ON A WEBSITE, SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNT, OR OTHER OFFICIAL ONLINE PRESENCE OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO THE GREATEST EXTENT PRACTICABLE;

(B) IT IS THE INTENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO RELIEVE A LOCAL GOVERNMENT OF THE REQUIREMENT TO PHYSICALLY POST MEETING NOTICES, WITH CERTAIN EXCEPTIONS, IF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMPLIES WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF ONLINE POSTED NOTICES OF MEETINGS;

(C) A NUMBER OF FACTORS MAY AFFECT THE ABILITY OF SOME LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO EASILY ESTABLISH A WEBSITE, POST MEETING NOTICES ONLINE, AND OTHERWISE BENEFIT FROM HAVING AN ONLINE PRESENCE, INCLUDING THE AVAILABILITY OF BROADBAND OR RELIABLE BROADBAND, THE LACK OF CELLULAR TELEPHONE AND DATA SERVICES, AND FISCAL OR STAFFING CONSTRAINTS OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT;

(D) LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO AVAIL THEMSELVES OF EXISTING FREE RESOURCES FOR CREATING A WEBSITE AND RECEIVING CONTENT MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE FROM THE COLORADO STATEWIDE INTERNET PORTAL AUTHORITY AND STATEWIDE ASSOCIATIONS REPRESENTING LOCAL GOVERNMENTAL ENTITIES; AND

(E) IT IS THE INTENT OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO CLOSELY
MONITOR THE TRANSITION TO PROVIDING NOTICES OF PUBLIC MEETINGS ONLINE OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS AND, IF SIGNIFICANT PROGRESS IS NOT MADE, TO BRING LEGISLATION MANDATING IN STATUTE THAT ALL NOTICES BE POSTED ONLINE EXCEPT IN VERY NARROW CIRCUMSTANCES THAT ARE BEYOND THE CONTROL OF A LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

(III) On and after July 1, 2019, a local public body shall be deemed to have given full and timely notice of a public meeting if the local public body posts the notice, with specific agenda information if available, no less than twenty-four hours prior to the holding of the meeting on a public website of the local public body. The notice must be accessible at no charge to the public. The local public body shall, to the extent feasible, make the notices searchable by type of meeting, date of meeting, time of meeting, agenda contents, and any other category deemed appropriate by the local public body and shall consider linking the notices to any appropriate social media accounts of the local public body. A local public body that provides notice on a website pursuant to this subsection (2)(c)(III) shall provide the address of the website to the department of local affairs for inclusion in the inventory maintained pursuant to section 24-32-116. A local public body that posts a notice of a public meeting on a public website pursuant to this subsection (2)(c)(III) may in its discretion also post a notice by any other means including in a designated public place pursuant to subsection (2)(c)(I) of this section; except that nothing in this section shall be construed to require such other posting. A local public body that posts notices of public meetings on a public website pursuant to this subsection (2)(c)(III) shall designate a public place within the boundaries of the local public body at which it may post a notice no less than twenty-four hours prior to a meeting if it is unable to post a notice online in exigent or emergency circumstances such as a power outage or an interruption in internet service that prevents the public from accessing the notice online.

(IV) For purposes of this section, "local public body" includes municipalities, counties, school boards, and special districts.

SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 32-1-903, amend (2) as follows:

32-1-903. Meetings. (2) Notice of time and place designated for all regular AND SPECIAL meetings shall be posted in at least three public places within the limits of the special district, and, in addition, one such notice shall be posted in the office of the county clerk and recorder in the county or counties in which the special district is located. Such notices
shall remain posted and shall be changed in the event that the time or
place of such regular meetings is changed. PROVIDED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH SECTION 24-6-402. Special meetings may be called by any director
by informing the other directors of the date, time, and place of such
special meeting, and the purpose for which it is called, and by posting
PROVIDING notice as provided in this section at least seventy-two hours
prior to said meeting. IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 24-6-402. All official
business of the board shall be conducted only during said regular or
special meetings at which a quorum is present, and all said meetings shall
be open to the public.

SECTION 3. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act
takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the
ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly (August
2, 2019, if adjournment sine die is on May 3, 2019); except that, if a
referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the
state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act
within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect
unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in
November 2020 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the
official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.".
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